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Memory is a trait typically associated with living organisms, distinct from inanimate matter. Liu et al. show structural memory in magnetic field-driven particle assembly, allowing adaptive sensation of magnetic fields upon signal transduction.
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A magnetic sensation system is devised based on structural memory
Trainable bioinspired magnetic sensitivity adaptation using ferromagnetic colloidal assemblies
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SUMMARY
Nature has already suggested bioinspired functions. Beyond them, adaptive and trainable functions could be the inspiration for novel responsive soft matter beyond the state-of-the-art classic static bio-inspired, stimulus-responsive, and shape-memory materials. Here, we describe magnetic assembly/disassembly of electrically conducting soft ferromagnetic nickel colloidal particles into surface topographical pillars for bistable electrical trainable memories. They allow magnetic sensing with adaptable and rescalable sensitivity ranges, enabled by bistable memories and kinetic concepts inspired by biological sensory adaptations. Based on the soft ferromagnetism of the nanogranular composition and the resulting rough particle surfaces prepared via a solvothermal synthesis, triggerable structural memory is achieved by the magnetic field-driven particle assembly and disassembly, promoted by interparticle jamming. Electrical conversion from current to frequency for electrical spikes facilitates rescalable and trainable frequency-based sensitivity on magnetic fields. This work suggests an avenue for designing trainable and adaptable life-inspired materials, for example, for soft robotics and interactive autonomous devices.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past decades, bioinspiration has facilitated numerous approaches for materials science, ranging from nanocomposites with synergistic combinations of strength and toughness, superwetting surfaces, and structural colors, to adhesion, among others.1–7 Such functional properties have typically been static (i.e., being in energy equilibrium or kinetically trapped). They have been achieved by self-assemblies, structural hierarchies,8 and using carefully balanced chemical and physical interactions. Therein also, bioderived materials have increasingly been used as components, aiming at promoted sustainability, for example, by using modified silks, amyloids, nanocelluloses, and concepts allowed by synthetic biology.8–10

However, a growing quest for more dynamically adaptive multifunctional materials is foreseen toward “materials intelligence” or “physical intelligence,” aiming at new concepts for, as examples, future soft robots and interactive materials, ultimately toward interfacing with biomedical applications.11–13 Thus, biological behaviorism14 and psychophysical behaviors15,16 could inspire the next generation of adaptive responses for interactive materials properties,17,18 beyond the classic static bio-inspired properties. The aimed-for behaviors could be preprogrammable within
the material structures to facilitate designed sequences of responses based on selected stimuli. Aiming at such materials to respond as if they would have a glimpse of seeming intelligence, it would be natural to seek inspiration from the biological behaviors from adaptation, learning, and cognition. Habituation and sensitization are among the simplest unsupervised learning processes showing suppressed or enhanced responses upon repeated stimuli. However, sensory adaptation typically addresses responses for continuous stimuli, which can be slowly varying (tonic) or quickly varying (phasic) to adjust and rescale the sensitivity to the varying stimulus forms and intensities; classical conditioning addresses elementary supervised learning processes upon association between two stimuli to achieve a new stimulus response.

Characteristic of all such behavioral functions is that they require triggerable memories—in other words, they are not reversible upon application and removal of the stimuli, unlike the classic stimulus response and shape-memory materials, which is challenging to realize using artificial systems. Still, some of them have already inspired new simplistic functional materials using classical conditioning, response plasticity, and spiking. The simplest form of triggerable memory is bistability (i.e., difference between increase and decrease of the applied stimulus, so far amply described in neuromorphic devices in current-voltage base).

Note that such materials would be conceptually different from the classic stimulus responsive or shape-memory materials. Such classical synthetic material responses are typically limited to fixed energy equilibria or kinetic trapped states, showing reversibility under repeated stimulus exposures (i.e., they do not evolve to new responses or functions). Also, typically, they show no adjustments or adaptations to different strengths of the stimuli.

Among the different stimuli, the magnetic field is a relevant stimulus for emerging interactive devices and soft robots because it can be applied and sensed remotely. Intriguingly, in biology, the adaptive magnetic sensing allows animals to navigate under magnetic field gradients and changes, based on magnetic particle (magnetosome) responses. They allow response rescaling and adjustment to detect magnetic field changes under different environments.

Differing from classical man-made sensors with fixed resolution limits aiming to detect absolute values, biological sensing typically aims at the detection of stimulus changes using rescalable adaptive dynamic ranges, denoted as biological sensory adaptation. Here, we show trainable sensory concepts inspired by bistable memories and biological sensory adaptation involving electrical responses upon different levels of magnetic field stimuli (Figure 1). Anisotropic one-dimensionally extended pillared surface topographies are selected because hairy surfaces are ubiquitous to facilitate a multitude of biological functions, from debris removal in mucus, thermal control, hearing, wetting control, to sensing and actuation. As a versatile model system, we use electrically conductive soft ferromagnetic nickel colloidal particles (ECFNs) as model materials for on-demand dynamic pillared assemblies because they allow the combination of electrical responses to the magnetically driving assembly, as described by us recently in another context. Here, we show how they can be used as magnetic field sensors with trainable and adaptive sensing upon connecting to ring-oscillator electrical circuits to generate magnetic field-dependent electrical spiking based on the sensed field strengths.
RESULTS
Synthesis and assembly of ECFNCs

The ECFNCs are synthesized via a solvothermal approach. The precursor NiCl₂ is reduced to nickel colloids by ethylene glycol at 200°C in the presence of NaOH (see experimental procedures). The ECFNCs are constituted by randomly interlaced nanoflakes with a mean overall diameter of 1.8 μm, and they show a narrow polydispersity of 8.2%, as shown in the representative scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM, TEM) images (Figure S1). These results are corroborated by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and elemental mapping (Figure S1B). The selected-area electron diffraction reveals the polycrystalline nature of the ECFNCs, comprising fcc nickel nanograins (Figure S1D, insets). The mean size of the nanograin is 35.4 nm, as estimated from X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns (Figure S2). The ECFNCs are soft ferromagnetic at 300 K, showing small coercivity $B_c = 13.9$ mT and remanence $M_r = 7.4$ electromagnetic units (e.m.u.)/g, respectively (Figure 2A), as also verified by the field cooling and zero-field-cooling (ZFC) measurements (Figure 2B).
Figure 2. Assembly of ECFNCs

(A) Mass magnetization $M$ of ECFNCs as a function of the exposed magnetic field $B$.

(B) The FC and ZFC measurements.

(C) The simulated magnetic field lines at the site of the sensor, allowed by an electromagnet. The simulation was conducted using COMSOL Multiphysics version 5.5.

(D) Scheme for the magnetic field-driven pillared assemblies, disassemblies, and structural jamming of ECFNCs.
Such soft ferromagnetic ECFNCs are fundamentally interesting because they have small coercivity and thus small mutual magnetic interactions at zero exposed field despite their micrometer size facilitated by their nanogranular structure, unlike classical hard ferromagnetic nickel particles of such sizes. Therefore, ECFNCs are useful model materials to explore assemblies using competing magnetic and gravitational sedimentation effects. Upon the application of magnetic field $B$ (Figure 2C), the ECFNCs form pillars (Figures 2D and S3) whose heights increase as a function of $B$ on a substrate (Figure S4; Table S1), having approximately conical shapes upon competing magnetic and gravitational effects involving jamming. To achieve further understanding for the pillar formation, Brownian dynamics simulations with model interparticle interactions were performed to account for the ECFNC characteristics and the effect of the magnetic field $B$. Brownian dynamics is a particle-based simulation approach that captures the effects of surrounding medium, interparticle interactions, and external forces on the assembly. The results indicate that at low $B$, the particles aggregate on the substrate, with large base area island formation (Figure 2E). As $B$ increases, the particles begin to assemble into separate approximately conically shaped pillars, with pillar height increasing with $B$ (Figure 2E).

Next, to demonstrate magnetic field sensing, 10-mg ECFNCs are confined between two electrically conducting indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass slides that are separated by 1.2 mm, leading to an average particle concentration of $6.9 \times 10^{12}$ mg/mm$^3$ within the confined volume. Such an element is wired to form an electrical circuit driven by a constant voltage $V$ (Figures S5 and S6). Upon application of a homogeneous magnetic field $B$ by an electromagnet (Figure 2C) opposite to the gravity, the particles assemble to electrically conducting pillars, schematically shown in Figure 2D, thus providing magnetically tunable electrical conduction between the two electrodes (Figure 2F). Due to the confinement, the pillars adopt approximately truncated conical shapes. Increasing $B$ leads to promoted accumulation of particles to laterally thicker truncated cones, thus increasing the available current $I$ upon constant $V$, until the maximum current $I_{\text{max}}$ is achieved for the maximum available magnetic field 40 mT (Figure S7). Thus, we analyze the increasing relative value $I/I_{\text{max}}$ as a function of increasing applied $B$, shown in Figure 2G.

**Structural memory and kinetics of the pillar assembly and disassembly**

Next, the history dependence on the magnetic field effect on the pillar assembly and disassembly is explored, manifesting in the electrical conductivity. Figure 3A shows that initially at $B = 0$, there is vanishing electric current due to the absence of pillars, whereas a single stepwise increase of $B$ up to 40 mT in a fraction of a second leads to $I/I_{\text{max}} = 1$ after stabilization during 600 s due to pillar assembly. A subsequent single step removal of $B$ leads to residual current $I/I_{\text{max}} = 0.77$, due to the incomplete disassembly of the pillars (schematically illustrated in Figure 2E). An asymmetry between the pillar assembly and disassembly manifests in the conductivity as a bistable electrical memory (Figure S8). An obvious mechanism therein is suggested by the
**A**

Two graphs showing the relationship between magnetic field strength ($B$) and normalized intensity ($I/I_{\text{max}}$) over time. The graph on the left shows a $B = 40$ mT condition with a rough surface, while the graph on the right shows a $B = 40$ mT condition with a smooth surface.

**B**

A graph showing the relationship between normalized field strength ($H/H_{\text{max}}$) and time. The graph includes a red arrow indicating a change from 0 mT to 40 mT ($\Delta B < 0$), and another red arrow indicating an increase in $\Delta B$.

**C**

A graph showing the relationship between normalized magnetic moment ($M/M_{\text{max}}$) and magnetic field strength ($B$). The graph includes three curves for different values of $\gamma_0$: 30, 1000, and 3000.

**D**

A graph showing the relationship between normalized intensity ($I/I_{\text{max}}$) and magnetic field strength ($B$). The graph includes three steps: 1 step, 3 steps, and 5 steps, with arrows indicating an increase in $\Delta B$.

**E**

A graph showing the relationship between normalized intensity ($I/I_{\text{max}}$) and magnetic field strength ($B$). The graph includes three steps: 1 step, 3 steps, and 5 steps, with arrows indicating a decrease in $\Delta B$. 
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remanence magnetic interactions between the soft ferromagnetic ECFNC microparticles. Importantly, the surface roughness is also expected to contribute to the assembly/disassembly process because the reassemblies of the pillars can depend on the interparticle friction and jamming upon repackings of the pillars toward lower fields. We next explored by experiments and by simulation the effect of surface roughness. Experimentally, the surface roughness of the ECFNC particles (Figure 3A, left, inset) can be quantified by the averaged value of the maximum/minimum particle radius, $36,37$ as depicted in Figure S9A, thus yielding a value of 1.27. Particles with smoother surfaces and corresponding micrometer sizes were synthesized using a related solvothermal approach (see experimental procedures and its subsection simulations), having a considerably smaller surface roughness of 1.01 (Figures 3A, right, inset, and S9B). Also, they were first exposed to 40 mT, and the field was subsequently removed in a single step, thus leading to considerably smaller residual current $I/I_{\text{max}} = 0.31$. This qualitatively pinpoints the essential effect of the surface roughness on the bistability due to surface friction and jamming. Notably, the remanences were roughly similar for the rough (7.4 e.m.u. g$^{-1}$) and smooth (11.6 e.m.u. g$^{-1}$) particles, respectively (Figures 2A and S10). That the remanence of the smooth particles is even slightly higher than that of rough particles excludes the conclusion that the assembly/disassembly anisotropy would be solely induced by magnetic remanence interactions. Therefore, both surface roughness and dipolar interactions contribute to the structural and electrical bistability. Their contributions can be illustrated using different residual fields, where the magnetic interactions progressively increase as a function of the residual $B$. Figures S8B and S9D show that after first exposing them to 40 mT, subsequently reducing the field to 32 and 24 mT in one step, both rough and smooth particles show high current retention of the pillars, whereas at smaller final field values, the smooth particles show drastically smaller residual currents. This qualitatively suggests that at high residual field values, the magnetic dipolar interactions dominate in the pillar assembly/disassembly and bistability, whereas at low residual fields the particle roughness and surface friction start to allow substantial contribution.

To allow a better understanding of the structural memory and the effect of surface roughness and interparticle friction, we conducted Brownian dynamics simulations of the ECFNC particle system with model interactions. The modeling involved fixed size particles with permanent magnetic dipoles, and we introduced the effect of surface roughness of the magnetic particles by varying the rotational friction parameter $\gamma_r$ between the particles (see details in experimental procedures and its subsection simulations).$^{38}$ This simplified model description targets extracting the dependency...
of roughness, magnetic moments, and external field to the retention of assembly in
the system. Although a low friction surface cannot sustain the pillar structure at zero
residual field after first being exposed to high field, a promoted higher friction
parameter can lead to structural retention after retracting the magnetic field
(Figures 3B and S11). Therefore, structural memory can be linked also to the surface
roughness of the particles suggested both by simulation and experiments. In gen-
eral, increasing the roughness enhances the structural memory, unraveling the
vital role of the rough surface toward colloidal jamming and memory. Interestingly,
the simulations also suggested tunable magnetic remanence for pillars based on
the supracolloidal assemblies/disassemblies retention response (Figure 3C). The
overall shape of the magnetization curves suggests that the “seeming” coercivity
would increase as a function of the surface friction. This suggests that the friction
provides a supracolloidal control for the promotion and hysteresis of the magnetic
response.

Next, we turn to the kinetics of the pillar assemblies/disassemblies, inspired by biolog-
ical psychophysical sensory adaptations involving so-called tonic and phasic stimuli (i.e.,
involving slowly and rapidly changing stimuli). Here, we explore the effect of slow and
quick magnetic field stepwise ramping on the conductivity. The disassembly of magnetic
pillars is explored by first exposing $B_{\text{max}} = 40 \text{ mT}$ over 600 s to allow pillar stabilization,
and subsequently the field is ramped to zero using one step (already shown in
Figure 3A), next compared to 3- and 5-step ramping for 1,200 s (Figures 3D and S12A). The relative
residual current ($I/I_{\text{max}}$) is higher when using several steps (i.e., a slower [tonic] $B$
decrease. This is algorithmically similar to sensory adaptation as tonic responses. By
contrast, upon increasing the magnetic field (stimuli) from 0 to 40 mT, the ECFNCs
assemble into pillars, where a slow (tonic) increase leads to reduced electrical response
in comparison to directly applying 40 mT in one step (Figures 3E and S12B). This is algo-
rithmically inspired by the sensory adaptation as phasic responses.15,16,39

Trainable magnetic sensation systems in current and frequency base
Finally, we show that the present system allows trainable sensitivity and adaptive
rescaling of the sensory ranges, allowing the detection of stimulus changes at a
widely varying dynamic range of the stimuli. This is expected to be useful for
the emerging soft robotics and autonomous interactive materials to detect
changes in the environmental conditions under large dynamic ranges to adapt
their responses. Inspiration is provided by biological sensory systems,32 typically
allowing us to sense stimuli/environmental changes sooner than their absolute
values, such as in magnetoreception by a geomagnetic sensing in living systems
to detect the magnetic field gradients in biological homing.40 In this way, the
approach is different from classical Gauss meters, where, for example, the Hall
effect is a working principle for detecting the exact magnetic field values.41
Promoted sensitivity training is shown here based on the current responses of
the systems. Figure 4A illustrates the case in which an originally small field is first
applied that does not allow pillar formation and detectable electrical response. In
this case, the system can be trained toward an increased sensitivity by applying an
intermediate high field to form the pillars and then to reduce the field back to the
original field to be recorded. Due to the bistable memory, the process now allows
the detection of the field value (and the changes nearby, see Figure 4A). However,
if the original field to be recorded is excessively high, a reduced sensitivity is ac-
quired by switching on the required field very slowly, facilitated by the kinetic
memory of the present soft particle pillared structures—in other words, inspired
by the tonic biological responses (Figure 4B), whereupon the responses and
changes therein can be subsequently detected.
The responses can also be detected using frequency base, using an electrical spike encoder circuit to convert the current output to frequencies, inspired by spike-dependent frequency-based information processing in neuronal systems.\textsuperscript{42,43} The sensory currents can therefore be converted to frequencies. A spike encoder, consisting of a ring oscillator, is next designed to encode the electrical sensory current into frequency-encoded electrical spikes (Figure 5).\textsuperscript{44,45} Consequently, the perceived field strength in the present range of 2.5–40 mT leads to distinct spiking frequencies (Figures 5A and 5B), realizing the spike rate coding with high fidelity. Beyond this $B$ range, the present magnetic sensation is either not sensitive enough, with no spikes (for $B < 2.5$ mT, as highlighted as a gray background in Figure 5C), or with unresolvably excessive spikes (for $B > 40$ mT, shown as blue background in Figure 5C).

To overcome such sensory frequency range limits in sensing, training the sensitivity of the magnetic sensorics is herein pursued. In biological sensing, spiking adaptations can allow perceiving different intensities of stimuli.\textsuperscript{42} In this work, for too-low fields, the sensory training is provided by first training the sensor at a high intermediate $B$, whereupon promoted sensitivity at low field is achieved (Figures 6A–6C), also revealed as resolvable low-frequency spiking. This allows the recording of...
changes at low field conditions. By contrast, at fields higher than 40 mT, training by adaptation to reduced sensitivity is required (Figures 6D–6F), whereupon a lower frequency follows by sensory adaptation by slowly exposing the required field. This permits rescaling and training the dynamic sensory responses in different magnetic field strengths, thus allowing the magnetic field changes to be detected.

The memory allowing trainable sensitivity for the rescaled dynamic range is demonstrated next, using an array of commercial neodymium magnets (instead of electromagnets). A model magnetic landscape is provided by a 3 × 3 matrix that is constituted by nine commercial neodymium magnets with varying geometric and magnetic parameters and embedded into a matrix pattern with magnetic nodes (Figures S13 and S14). The resolved nodes are in the range of 2.5 (dB/dz = 1.8 mT/mm) to 40 mT (dB/dz = 5.7 mT/mm), beyond which they are undiscerned. For example, for a very small value of $B = 2$ mT (< 2.5 mT), the inherent sensitivity of the present pillars would not be sufficient for detection (Figures 6G and S15). Thanks to the sensory adaptation, the sensitivity threshold can be trained by first imposing the sensor to a strong field $B = 40$ mT (dB/dz = 5.7 mT/mm) and then approaching slowly toward the node at 2.0 mT field (dB/dz = 1.7 mT/mm), thus allowing spiking frequency to be detected (Figures 6G and S16A). Notably, with this trained new sensitivity, small field value changes near 2.0 mT can be resolved (Figure S16B). By contrast, if the exposed magnetic field is higher than the one possibly resolved by the pristine sensory system (Figure 6H), then training for reduced sensitivity is required. Thus, in this case, the suppressed resolution can be achieved by slowly approaching the nodal point with a high magnetic field (Figures 6H, S16C, and S16D). Consequently, the overall magnetic landscape and changes near the nodes can be mapped (Figure S17). Note that in each cycle of training and sensing, this system requires calibration to gain the actual value of the sensed magnetic field, like

**Figure 5. Conversion from the sensoric current domain to frequency domain**

(A) Design of systems for artificial magnetic sensation system to allow magnetic field-driven electrical frequency spiking. (B) Signal transduction from magnetic field to spiking rate. Note that each $B$ was applied individually from 0 to target $B$ and was separated with a few seconds of $B = 0$ mT to disassemble the pillars. For $B = 0$ mT, no frequency is observed. We omit these information-less data. (C) A summary of (B). The lower and upper detecting thresholds of the sensor are 2.5 and 40 mT and are highlighted with gray and blue backgrounds, respectively. The shaded area is the error range.
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animate systems in which sensing is always qualitative but adaptable allowing to sense changes. We foresee that trainable magnetic sensing could suggest routes toward bioinspired adjustable sensing of magnetic landscapes, inspired by magnetically navigating animals to detect changes instead of actual values. The approach could allow, for example, conceptually intriguing options for future autonomous navigation of soft robots in imposed magnetic landscapes, as well as introducing magnetoreception function to navigate based on geomagnetic fields concerning the timescale for particle assembling.

In summary, inspired by psychophysical sensory adaptation, we show trainable and adjustable sensory responsiveness toward different ranges of magnetic stimuli via assemblies and disassemblies of pillars consisting of ECFNCs. The hysteresis upon increasing and decreasing B leads to bistable magnetically driven electrical memory. Reference materials with more smooth surfaces show smaller bistability, thus directly underpinning the effect of surface friction and jamming in the reconstruction of the pillars under field changes. Simulations qualitatively explain the behavior. Finally, we demonstrate man-made magnetic sensation protocols, to encode magnetic profiles into bioinspired spiking signals, which show tunable detection limits upon training. This work represents a paradigm in the use of synthetic animate materials to realize lifelike functions and physiological principles and emerges as a promising route stepping into bioinspired complex adaptations.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Bo Peng (pengbo006@gmail.com).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

Data and model input script associated with the computational modelling are available at https://doi.org/10.23729/d976204b-2d90-4a5b-9e05-c14b94ae6df3.

Materials synthesis and processing

Ethylene glycol (EG, ≥99.0%) was purchased from Fisher Scientific. Ethanol (≥99.5%) was provided by Altia Oyj. Sodium citrate tribasic dihydrate (NaCit, ≥99.0%), nickel(II) chloride (NiCl₂, 98.0%), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, ≥98.0%), and polyethylenimine (PEI, branched, average MW ~25,000) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Deionized water was used in all of the experiments and obtained from a Millipore Direct-Q UV 3 reverse osmosis filter apparatus. All of the chemicals were used as received.

**Preparation of ECFNCs**
The synthesis is based on the solvothermal polyol method. Typically, 0.012 mol NiCl$_2$ and 0.006 mol NaCit were dissolved in 30 mL EG by magnetic stirring at 150°C to form a green solution. In parallel, 0.045 mol NaOH was dissolved in 30 mL EG to yield a dark yellow solution. Subsequently, we mixed the NiCl$_2$/NaCit/EG solution with the NaOH/EG in a 100-mL autoclave, heated it at 200°C for 15 h, and then naturally cooled it to room temperature. Finally, the black product was collected by a permanent magnet and washed with ethanol and water repeatedly to remove the retained solvent, then vacuum dried it at room temperature, and stored it in a glove box.

**Preparation of soft ferromagnetic Ni colloids with smooth surface**
The synthesis is based on the solvothermal polyol method. Typically, 0.004 mol NiCl$_2$ and 0.02 mmol PEI were dissolved in 10 mL EG by magnetic stirring at 150°C to form a deep green solution. In parallel, 0.015 mol NaOH was dissolved in 10 mL EG to yield a dark yellow solution. Subsequently, we mixed the NiCl$_2$/PEI/EG solution with the NaOH/EG in a 50-mL autoclave, heated them at 200°C for 15 h, and then naturally cooled them to room temperature. Finally, the black product was collected by a permanent magnet and washed with ethanol and water repeatedly to remove the retained solvent, then vacuum dried it at room temperature and stored it in a glove box.

**Design of device**
A pair of Helmholtz coils (GMW 3470) were used to generate a magnetic field opposite to gravity. The generated magnetic fields were detected and calibrated with a Gauss meter (LakeShore 410). The sample powder was sealed and sandwiched between two ITO-coated glass slides. This device was placed in the center between two coils, where the homogeneous magnetic fields can be generated (Figures 2C and S5). The external magnetic field enables the formation of magnetic pillars that bridge the two ITO coatings, allowing for the closure of a circuit. This circuit was connected with an electrometer/high-resistance meter (Keysight B2987A), to which 1 V was applied, and the current ($I$) was measured simultaneously. The in situ observation of the magnetic pillars was carried out with a digital single-lens reflex camera (Nikon D5500).

**Artificial magnetic sensation system**
The artificial magnetic sensation system comprises two key components, a sensory receptor and a transducer. The assembled and disassembled ECFNCs that were sealed between a pair of ITO-coated glass slides are the sensory receptor, allowing for perceiving the external magnetic fields. A magnetic/electrical circuit inspired by the function of spiking nerve system was designed to encode the sensory information into bioformatted electric pulse signals (Figure 5A). In detail, the ring oscillator converts the direct current signal from the sensory receptor to an alternating current (AC) signal using an odd number of NOT gates. The oscillation frequency of the oscillator output depends on the voltage amplitude input (i.e., the magnetic field applied to the magnetic sensory receptor). The edge detector converts the AC signal to a digital signal (spikes) with identical pulse amplitude and width. The edge detector is made of two NOT gates, a resistor, a capacitor, and an AND gate. The resistor and capacitor are used to delay the input signal and modulate...
the output pulse width. The output of the edge detector is connected to an oscilloscope to record the coded information.\textsuperscript{44,45}

**Trainable sensation of magnetic landscapes**

An artificial magnetic landscape was created with a $3 \times 3$ matrix of neodymium (NdFeB) magnets. The details of each magnet are magnets 1, 8, and 9 (N42 disc magnet, depth [D] 20 mm, height [H] 5 mm), magnet 2 (N45 disc magnet, D 30 mm, H 10 mm), magnet 3 (N42 disc magnet, D 35 mm, H 5 mm), magnets 4 and 6 (N42 cube magnet, length [L] 10 mm), magnet 5 (N52 rod magnet, D 4 mm, H 9 mm), and magnet 7 (N52 rod magnet, D 12 mm, H 12 mm). These nine magnets were placed in a $3 \times 3$ manner and embedded in a foam board (Figure S13). By moving the sensory receptor above the matrix and then retracting it to allow pillar disassembly, the magnetic field at each pixel of matrix can be sensed and then encoded into bioinspired spiking electric pulses. Thereupon, the magnetic landscape information and local changes therein can be perceived. The parts of the landscape beyond the sensory range (2.5–40 mT) can be perceived via a sensitization/desensitization process. To sense a field smaller than the lower limit, the receptor must be sensitized by first placing it on a strong magnet and then taking it away from the magnet. As such, a small field can be detected. In contrast, the receptor can be desensitized by gradually approaching to the targeted magnet that has a strong magnetic field beyond the upper limit of the sensory receptor (Figures 6G, 6H, and S15–S17).

**Characterization**

A Zeiss Sigma VP scanning electron microscope operated at 3 kV was used to analyze the surface morphology and obtain a global overview of the ECFNCs. A JEOL JEM-2800 transmission electron microscope with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV was introduced to study the morphology, the size, the EDX, the elemental mapping, and the electron diffraction of the products. Being suitable for SEM and TEM characterization, a droplet of particle aqueous suspension was cast onto silica wafers and carbon-coated copper grids, respectively, allowing the solvent to evaporate at room temperature.

The XRD patterns of the powder samples were recorded with a Rigaku SmartLab X-ray diffraction using Cu K\textsubscript{α} radiation ($\lambda = 0.15406$ nm) at 35 kV and 15 mA to analyze the crystal structure at a scanning rate of 0.5\textdegree\,min$^{-1}$ in a 2\textdegree\,angle from 30\textdegree\,to 90\textdegree.

The magnetic properties were measured with a MPMS-XL7 device by Quantum Design, which integrates a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. The magnetic movement and susceptibility were measured at 300 and 360 K, respectively, with an applied field between $-800$ and $800$ mT. For ZFC and FC measurements, the samples were initially cooled in a zero field to 5 K. With an applied field of 100 Oe, the susceptibility was recorded as a ZFC curved by increasing the temperature. After the temperature had reached 350 K, the samples were progressively cooled, and the susceptibility was recorded as an FC curve.

**Simulations**

We consider the ECFNCs to form aggregates, granular assemblies with grains of different preferential magnetization directions. Such aggregate particles can be assumed to follow Newton’s equations of motion, namely,

$$\sum_j F_j = ma(r, t).$$

(Equation 1)
Here, \( \sum F_j \) is the sum of all forces acting on the particle, \( m \) its mass, and \( a(r,t) \) its acceleration at position \( r \) and time \( t \). The effect of the surrounding medium can be mimicked by introducing a stochastic random force together with a frictional term, leading to

\[
ma(r,t) = m \frac{dv(r,t)}{dt} = -\gamma v(r,t) + \xi(t). \tag{Equation 2}
\]

Here, \( \gamma \) is the friction coefficient, \( v \) the velocity of the particle, and \( \xi \) a random noise term that satisfies \( \langle \xi(t) \rangle = 0 \) and \( \langle \xi(t)\xi(t') \rangle = 2\gamma k_B T \delta(t - t') \), where \( T \) is the temperature and \( k_B \) the Boltzmann constant, following the fluctuation/dissipation theorem. \(^{46}\) For \( N \) interacting particles, with the potential \( \Phi_i(r_i) \) capturing both interparticle interactions and external forces, \( \text{Equation 2} \) leads to coupled equations of motion corresponding to

\[
m \frac{dv(r_i,t)}{dt} = -\gamma v(r_i,t) + \xi(t) - \nabla \Phi_i(r_i). \tag{Equation 3}
\]

For identical particles, \( \text{Equation 3} \) simplifies to

\[
m \frac{dv(r_i,t)}{dt} = -\gamma v(r_i,t) + \xi(t) - \nabla \Phi_i(r_i). \tag{Equation 4}
\]

known as the Langevin equation of motion. \(^{47}\) In the overdamped regime, it reduces to

\[
\gamma v(r_i,t) = \xi(t) - \nabla \Phi_i(r_i). \tag{Equation 5}
\]

In this, the velocity relaxation time has been assumed to be more rapid than the position relaxation time. \( \text{Equation 5} \) can be solved numerically. Here, the Euler-Maruyama integration algorithm

\[
r_i(t + dt) = r_i(t) - \gamma^{-1} \nabla \Phi_i(r_i) dt + \sqrt{2k_B T} \gamma^{-1/2} \text{d} \tilde{r}
\]

was used. In this, \( \text{d} \tilde{r} \) is the random displacement term with standard deviation \( \sqrt{2k_B T} \gamma^{-1/2} \). The time evolution resulting from the discrete numerical integration of the equations of motion is commonly referred to as Brownian dynamics simulations (algorithm).

The potential \( \Phi_i(r_i) \) models all interparticle interactions and external forces contributions acting on the particles. In this system, the most important contributions to the potential for capturing the particle assembly response are gravity, their interactions with the ITO surface and the external magnetic field \( B \), as well as intraparticle interactions resulting from the dipole-dipole and steric interactions. In addition, residual deviations from a perfect dipole due to granular character of the assembly particle should be considered. Gravity is modeled via the potential

\[
\Phi^g_i(z) = mgz_i, \tag{Equation 7}
\]

where \( g \) is the gravitational constant. To provide a sensible model for the interaction with the ITO surfaces used in the experiments, a Lennard-Jones (LJ) 10-4-3 potential

\[
\Phi^LJ_i(z) = 2\sigma^6 \left[ \frac{2\sigma^{10}}{z^6} - \frac{\sigma^4}{z^2} - \frac{\sqrt{2}\sigma^3}{3} \left( \frac{z + 0.61\sigma}{\sqrt{2}} \right) \right] \tag{Equation 8}
\]

is used. Here, \( \sigma \) and \( \tilde{r} \) are the standard LJ parameters. \(^{48}\) We set \( \tilde{r} = 2\sigma \), where \( \sigma = 1 \) is the diameter of the particles, also setting the length scale of the system. The energy scale is set by \( \epsilon = 1 \) and \( \tilde{r} = 0.5\sigma \). Finally, the coupling between magnetic dipole moments \( m \), of the particles and external magnetic field \( B \) is modeled by
\[
\Phi^g_i(r_i) = -\mathbf{m}_i \cdot \mathbf{B}(r_i).
\] (Equation 9)

The magnetic dipole moment of particle \(i\) interacting with the one of particle \(j\) contributes to the potential energy by

\[
\Phi_{ij}^{dd}(r, r_i) = \frac{1}{r^3} \left( \mathbf{m}_i \cdot \mathbf{m}_j \right) (r_i - r_j) - \frac{3}{r^5} \left( \mathbf{m}_i \cdot (r_i - r_j) \right) \left( \mathbf{m}_j \cdot (r_i - r_j) \right)
\] (Equation 10)

In this, \(r = ||r_i - r_j||\). We assume the modeled particles to represent granular aggregates of ECFNCs. Magnetic characteristics of such granular particles are not captured by a single, unique dipole moment. Instead, each grain contributes a dipole moment, leading to a collection of dipole moments varying in strength and direction. This results in a preferential magnetization direction and a net dominant dipole moment, modeled above by \(\mathbf{m}\). The individual components, however, contribute deviation, which we model as an effectively isotropic, attractive interaction described by

\[
\Phi_{ij}^{vak}(r) = \frac{A}{r^3} e^{-\kappa / r}.
\] (Equation 11)

In this, \(\kappa\) controls the decay of the interaction, and \(A\) is the strength.

The orientation of the dipole moment in the simulation time trajectory follows the equation

\[
\mathbf{m}_i(t + \Delta t) = \frac{\mathbf{m}_i(t) + \omega_i \times \mathbf{m}_i(t) \Delta t}{||\mathbf{m}_i(t) + \omega_i \times \mathbf{m}_i(t)||},
\] (Equation 12)

where the dynamics are captured by \(\omega_i\) defined as

\[
\omega_i = \frac{T_i}{\gamma_i} + \sqrt{\frac{2k_B T_i}{\gamma_i}} \frac{dW}{dt}.
\] (Equation 13)

Here, \(T_i\) is the torque affecting the dipole \(\mathbf{m}_i\), \(\gamma_i\) is the rotational friction coefficient, \(T_e\) is the rotational temperature, and \(dW\) is a random vector generated to emulate Brownian motion. The nonstochastic part of Equation 13 depends on the torque induced by the dipole-dipole interaction

\[
T_{ij}^{dd} = -\frac{1}{r^3} \left( \mathbf{m}_i \times \mathbf{m}_j \right) + \frac{3}{r^5} \left( \mathbf{m}_i \cdot (r_i - r_j) \right) \left( \mathbf{m}_j \cdot (r_i - r_j) \right),
\] (Equation 14)

as well as the torque induced by the external field

\[
T_i^g = \mathbf{m}_i \times \mathbf{B}(r_i).
\] (Equation 15)

The simulations were run using LAMMPS (Large-Scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator). The system under consideration consists of \(N = 1,440\) colloidal particles with a dipole moment of \(\frac{||\mathbf{m}||}{(4\pi\varepsilon_0\sigma^3)^{-1/2}} = 1\) in a \((48\sigma)^3\) simulations box. Periodic boundary conditions along the \(xy\) plane were used. To model the standard air conditions around the particles, we set \(k_B T e^{-1} = 0.1\) and \(k_B T r e^{-1} = 0.01\), whereas the mass of the particles is set to \(m = 1\). These choices are made to decrease the thermal fluctuations of the Brownian motion, as one may expect in a dilute surrounding medium such as air. The variables of Equation 13 are set to \(A e^{-1} = -0.2\) and \(k_B T e^{-1} = 1\), respectively. The translational friction coefficient is fixed at \(\gamma t m^{-1} = 10\), whereas the rotational friction coefficient \(\gamma r\) is varied. The integration time step is set to \(dt = 10^{-4}\), where \(t^*\) is defined as \(t^* = t\sqrt{tm^{-1}\gamma r^{-2}}\). The particles are initialized to random positions in the simulations box, with the dipole moment turned off. Setting \(g \equiv 10\) for \(10^7\) time steps allowed the particles to settle on the ITO surface at the bottom of the box. After that, the value of \(g\) was decreased to \(g \equiv 0.05\) and additional \(10^7\) time steps simulated to achieve...
equilibration (monitored by local density equilibration). The dipole moments were then turned on, set in random orientation.

Three different simulations were run with differing values of rotational friction coefficient $\gamma_r$, namely $\gamma_r = \gamma_r^{tm} = 30, 1,000$ and $3,000$, respectively. For Figure 3B, simulations were run for $27 \times 10^7$ time steps with the magnetic field strength increasing to $B^* = B_0^{\sqrt{4\pi\varepsilon_0\sigma^{-1}}} = 12$ in $2 \times 10^{-7}$ time steps starting from $B^* = 0$. At maximum value of $B^* = 12$, additional $3 \times 10^7$ time steps were simulated, after which, the field was turned off for the rest of the simulation.

For Figure 3C, the simulations were run for $21 \times 10^7$ time steps, with the magnetic field strength increasing to $B^* = 10$ starting from $B^* = 0$. The field was then reversed first to a value of $B^* = -10$ and then back to a value of $B^* = 10$, all in increments of $2.5$ lasting $10^7$ time steps each.

Note that the stable version of LAMMPS used here (June 23, 2022 stable release) does not currently provide the implementation of a magnetic field. To bypass this practical issue, we use the external electric field function, which results in the same effect (torque) on the dipole moments of the particles. Note that this solution is possible only if the modeled system does not consider any point charges.
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